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case registered against hsbc bank
in kalyan court for wrong
termination
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Sharma
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case registered against hsbc bank in kalyan court for wrong
termination.
They are doing time past. MD signature they done HR
signature.
90 days already completed. pls advice what to do my next
hearing date is 5 th Jan 2019 I need advice from your
company. because from 11 months I am at home and not
getting job.
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U engage advocate he will defend on behalf of u.
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just advice what us wrong termination in banking sector
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what is correct meaning of wrong termination and this is civil
matter. case registered against MD and HR but both are not
present single in court. pls advice.
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An employer has the right to terminate its employee, however
Court decides only whether termination was valid or not. Now
choice is yours whether you would approach a court or waste
your time for some miracle.
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om prakash,
My almost 8 years service in HSBC bank.
I can't write my whole story because my case is going in
kalyan court. but unfair happen with me.
there are several process in bank.just tell me what is illegal
termination in bank.. my termination is wrong termination.
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om prakash,
My almost 8 years service in HSBC bank.
I can't write my whole story because my case is going in
kalyan court. but unfair happen with me.
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there are several process in bank.just tell me what is illegal
termination in bank.. my termination is wrong termination.
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My dear brother Pankaj, if you consider your termination to be
illegal then please collect the evidences to strongly plead
your case. If Kalyan court is taking undue time then move an
application u/s 482 Cr Pc to Bombay HC against Kalyan court
for issuing order to decide the case within 6 months
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Illegal or wrong, meaning is the same that you were illegally
terminated or wrongly terminated. We all wish you good luck if
you are not at fault.
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dear Om Prakash,
Can you call me on 9920800942 for further advice..
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